
Titan™
Advanced made flexible

10 reasons to choose

Science made smarter

Impedance,  
OAE, ABRIS and 

the revolutionary 
Wideband 

Tympanometry 
in one powerful 

device



- Suitable for the travelling clinician
- Small footprint and light weight (360g/0.8lbs)
-  Memory – 1GB built-in (maximum of 250 patients + tests)
-  Ergonomic ‘slim-neck’ design & single hand use  

– easy test
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Small & light 
weight



- Simple when needed, advanced when needed
-  Create individualized test ‘protocols’, ideal for clinics  

with multiple users 
-  Integrates in any clinical workflow  

(PC, handheld, w/w.o. extension cable) 
-  Combined printing with other modules  

(Audiometry, DPOAE etc.)

Versatile & 
Customizable 
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- Multiple tymps in one sweep
- Wideband (averaged) tympanogram
-  Absorbance measurements with age specific norm data
-  A new dimension in testing middle ear pathologies
- 3D mountains of insightful diagnostic data

The revolutionary 
Wideband 
Tympanometry
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-  Desktop, wall-mount or handheld
- PC-controlled & handheld mode
-  Long-extension with diodes and shoulder-box  

for remote control
-  Connect to the PC and synchronize with  

the EMR system or database and share data

Handheld & 
PC operated
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- “Endless airflow”
- Always ready to start a new measurement
- Adaptive speed control around the tympanic peak
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Pump speed



•  Compatible with NOAH, OtoAccess® and EMR systems
•  Compatible with other Interacoustics suites reducing  
the learning curve

• Can be supplied with DPOAE, TEOAE & ABRIS  

Titan 
software
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- Professional look in the clinic
- Visualize authority
- Combines medical AND esthetic lines
-  Designed for single handed usage  

(weight balanced)

Modern & smooth 
design 
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- Lightweight probe for easy seal and fixation
- Light indication (L/R, status, seal)
- Short-extension with diodes
-  Clinical extension cable with 

shoulder-box for  
remote control

- Superior data collection

Advanced probe 
system
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Multi colored 

LEDs display test 
status for  

ease of use. 



- High resolution color display (small and readable)

-  Results displayed immediately ‘in hand’; focus on patient,  
not equipment

- Intuitive menu structure

Graphical layout
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- Protocol management
-  Tympanometry, Wideband Tympanometry, Reflexes,  

ETF, High probe tones
-  Easy access = easy learning = efficient work routines
- Intuitive 

Accessible test 
batteries
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Science 
made 
smarter
Interacoustics is more than state-of-
the-art solutions

Our mission is clear. We want to lead 
the way in audiology and balance by 
translating complexity into clarity:
 - Challenges made into clear solutions 
 - Knowledge made practical 
 - Invisible medical conditions made 

 tangible and treatable 
 

Our advanced technology and 
sophisticated solutions ease the lives of 
healthcare professionals.
 
We will continue to set the standard 
for an entire industry. Not for the sake 
of science. But for the sake of enabling 
professionals to provide excellent 
treatment for their millions of patients 
across the globe.
 
Interacoustics.com 
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Interacoustics A/S
Audiometer Allé 1
5500 Middelfart

Denmark 

+45 6371 3555
info@interacoustics.com

interacoustics.com


